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Stainless Ladies

On page after page of this book, beautiful, elegant women are portrayed in black-and-white photos
that are stylish, graceful, and at the same time delightfully explicit. Artful and sophisticated, this
collection is also erotic and tantalizing.
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Basically, as the review below says, this book feature beautiful models being very rude with a
variety of dildos and vibrators.Some of the shots are lovely, some pornographic. It's not a book to
leave out on the coffee table, but one for a private collection. (If it is on your coffee table please
invite me round.)

This collection would be called pornographic if it weren't for the tasteful lighting and artful
presentation of the ladies who present themselves completely. There are uses of glass and metallic
dildos, placed in various orifices (wink wink), and yet somehow the photography keeps a taste of
artful flair. The black and white saturation makes every detail stand out while muting things that
would normally be a distraction -- what you see here is women at the height of their erotic powers,
baring their bodies for you to enjoy.The models are all of caucasian descent, which is somewhat of
a disappointment when searching for good erotic photography collections. A variety of races
presents an opportunity to see sensualism in different facets, but this collection is nonetheless
worthwhile. The poses and angles of photography are more raw than they were in the more refined,

more tightly restrained 'Sexy Games,' but the result is a sexy collection of nude women in states of
sexually aroused debauchery. It's the lack of the restraint that really brings out the best in this book,
providing not only good ideas for couples to try out sexy poses, but also showing that unrestrained
sexual pride is a power.The price dropped very much recently (almost 30%) on , and we would
recommend getting this book right away. It's not so much something to have out on the coffee table
like a collection by Helmut Newton, but it should be some naughty fun (bedroom pre-gaming, if you
will?). It is a bit on a smaller side for these kinds of books, but it does make it more discrete if you
wish!

If you need a photo essay of beautiful models masturbating with dildoes, then this is your book.
Some quite strange-looking dildoes too. This little tome could have been really so much better. In
the introduction, the photographer notes that he only asked the models to be "insolent and indecent"
in their poses. His instruction was indeed heeded. My own taste in photographic figure studies is
"artistic nudes" who reflect some class, so this one goes back to . To each their own.

As I mentioned in my review of Didier Carre's Sexy Games, the content of that book and this one
are very similar (which is a good thing). Also as I said in the other review, I'd prefer a more colorful
style instead of monochrome, but the photos are well done, and the models are all very attractive.
As with Sexy Games, most of the photos are pretty explicit, but still done tastefully (in my opinion).

The first several pages are fascinating. After that they are a bit repetitive. Using the same models
and dildos over and over again is a bit tiresome, as is using the same poses. I still think this is a
collectable selection, owing to its unique foci. I do think, however, the book (perhaps a second
edition) would be more interesting if a wider selection of different models of varying ages were used.
And if dildos must be used, how about varying their shape, texture, and color.It also occurs to me
that this book would be excellent supplementary material for a GYN course or perhaps an anatomy
of female genitalia course. It certainly served as one for me.

THE AURTHUR OF THIS BOOK....DID A FANTASTIC JOB SHOWING DIFFERENT POSES OF
BEAUTIFULNAKED WOMEN......JUST ABOUT VERY PICTURE OF DIFFERENT WOMEN
POSING....IS FROM THEIR BEHIND.....SO VERY VERY SEXY LOOKING....WITH THEIR LEGS
SPREAD WIDE OPEN FROM BEHIND....THESE WOMEN SHOWEVERYTHING.....NO PANTIES
NEEDED HERE.........SO. IF YOU IN ENJOY LOOKING AT BEAUTIFUL NAKED WOMEN FROM

BEHIND.....THIS BOOK IS FOR YOU......THIS BOOK FOR SURE...STAYS ON TOP ON MY
COFFEE TABLE.....I GIVE THIS BOOK .....A+.......ITS REALLY HARD TO PUT THIS BOOK
DOWN......BUY THIS BOOK AND SIT BACK AND ENJOY, THESE SEXY BEAUTIFUL, NAKED
WOMEN.......ESPECIALLY FROM THEIR BEHIND!!!!!!!!!!

This book much exciting to look together with girlfriend. Good for making evening become hot fun.
So exciting book make girlfriend and me so wet. Pictures give me idea for when we look at book.
When same time see pictures we decide to do some things we see in book. Pictures make mind
think sexy and body wanting pleasure. Book not for coffee table. This is very much adult book.
Pictures and models nice to look at. If have no children, is better still keep on bedroom nightstand.

Should have read more reviews and looked through the negatives before ordering. All pictures
taken in studio with a lot of emphasis put on the models and their nether regions. Often using
devices, etc. I am a fan of nude artwork. However, this was very crass and came across as more
glorified porn than even erotic art. Nude art should convey a feeling, an emotion or thought. This is
not that. Marc Lagrange, Frank De Mulder and Russell James have all put out books that I really
enjoyed. I was recommended this and was very disappointed. I don't want a "pretty girl" book. I want
one that makes me think and ponder. One I feel comfortable sharing with others and one my
fiancÃ© can enjoy with me. Not this. Was fairly off putting.Unless you want a literal porn book, stay
away as this is NOT art.
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